
AP calculus BC Summer Assignment 2018

Attached is the AP Calculus BC summer assignment for 2018. This will count as 25%
of your grade on the summer assignment. It must be turned in on August 21, 2018, the
first day of school at the start of class.

The second part of the assignment will be a test given on Friday, August 24, 2018,
and will count as the other 75% of your summer assignment grade. The test will have
questions similar the questions on the summer assignment, but there will be fewer total
questions. You will get the summer assignment back so that you can use it as a
reference during the test. You will not be able to use any other notes or reference
materials on the test.

am looking forward to having each of you in class next year, and I believe that we will
have a very successful year. I will check my email each Friday during the summer, so
if you have any questions, feel free to contact me at roger.thurman ~ahuttoisd.net.
hope we have a great year!!

BTW, I am aware that there is a numbering flaw in the summer assignment. If you
have had me before, you won't be surprised by this!!

I. Basic Algebra Rules

1. Are the following statements true? If not, change them to make them true.



A. 2k = k B. 1 = 1 + 1 C. x+y = x -I- y
2k+4 k+4 p+a p q 2 2 2

D. 3 \b/ 3b

2 G 
x+1_x+1
x-1

E. 3 (b) — 
b

il. Complex Fractions and Rational Expressions

2. Simplify

x

A. x
4

g h _ x+h
h

D. x(1 — 2x)-2 + (1 — 2x)-2
~-3

E. 1x 1

x-1

3. Evaluate without a calculator

a+b 3a+b
F. 3 =

~ ~

x-2+ 
x-2

C.
x-2

A. 6456 B. 162 C. 273 D. 32'5



III. Solving equations and factoring

4. Solve for y' in simplest form

A. xy'+y=1+y'B. 3yZy' + 2yy' = 5y' + 2xC. 3x2yy' + 2xy2 = 2yy'

5. Solve by factoring.

A. x2-3x-18=0 B. x2-16=0

D. 4x2-21x-18=0 E. 9x2-3x=2

IV. Equations of lines

C. 5x2-10x+5=0

F. x4-9x2+8=0

6. Find the equation of the line that passes through the point (2, 4) and is parallel to the line
2x+3y-8=0.



7. Find the equation of the line that is perpendicular to 2x + 3y — 8 = 0 at the point (1, 2).

8. The line with slope 5 that passes through the point (-1, 3) intersects the x-axis at some
point. What are the coordinates of that point?

9. What are the coordinates of the point at which the line passing through the points (1, -3)
and (-2, 4) intersects the y-axis?

10. Graph the equation y = x3 — x and answer the following questions.

A. Is the point (3, 2) on the graph?

B. Is the point (2, 6) on the graph

C. Is the function odd, even or neither?



D. Find the x-and y-intercepts

V. Asymptotes and intercepts

11. Find all intercepts and asymptotes (NOT slant asymptotes)

A. y2 = x2 — 4x g y = x2+sx
(3x+1)2

x2-4 3x-1
C. y = 2 D. x —x—Za y — axZ+x-6

VI. Domain

12. Use interval notation to identify the domain for each of the following functions.

1
A. h(x) _

4x2-21x-18

C. f ~,x~ — 3 x-6

3x  zx3 0

B. k(x) _ 1x2 — 5x — 14

D. d(x) = ln(2x — 12)



VII. Graphing Functions

13. Graph the following functions

2x (—oo, —1)
A. (x) — ~ 1 x <_ 0 1 g (x) = 2x2 [-1,2) C. f (x) = 16 — x2 f —1 x > Ol f

4—x2 x<1
f3—x x<_11 a s D. y 
l2x x>11 

E• y= 2x+2 1<x<3

x+2 x>3

F. y= Ix+1l G. y= (x-2~+3

VIII. Functions

14. Find f (1) — f (5) given f (x) _ ~x — 3~ — 5

15. Find f (x + 2) — f (2) given f (x) = x2 — 3x + 4

16. Find f (x + h) for f (x) = x2 — 2x — 3

17. Find f ~x+nh-f(x) 
for f (x) = 8x2 + 1



IX. logarithms

18. Condense the expression: 21n(x — 3) + ln(x + 2) — 6 In x

x2 y-2
19. Expand the expression: In 

3w3Z

20. Express y in terms of x

A. In y = x + 2 B. In y = 21n x + in 10

xz
C. lny=41nx+3 D. x=ln4y

21. Solve for x

A. In e 3 = x B. In e x = 4 C. in x + In x = 0

E. In 1 — In e = x F. In 6 + In x — In 2 = 3

D. erns = x

G. ln(x + 5) = ln(x — 1) — ln(x + 1)



X. Trigonometry

22. Evaluate without a calculator (No decimals)

A. cos 0 B. sin 0 C. tan's D. cos' E. sin's F. sin ~c 2 4 2

23. Which of the following expressions are identical?

A. cos 2 x B.(cos x)2 C. cos x2

24. Which of the following expressions are identical?

A. (sin x) -1 B. aresin x C. sin x-1 D.
i

sin x

25. Solve the following for the indicated variable on the interval [0,2~c).

A. 3 cos x — 1 = 2

C. tan 2x — 1 = 0

XI. Word Problems

6.2sin2B—~=0

D. 2sin2x + sin x = 1

26. Find the surface area of a box of height h whose base dimensions are p 
and q and satisfies

the following conditions:

A. The box is closed B. The box has an open top and a square base



27. A seven foot ladder, leaning against a wall, touches the wall x feet above the ground.
Write an expression in terms of x for the distance from the foot of the ladder to the base of
the wall.

28. A piece of wire 5 inches long is to be cut into two pieces. One piece is x inches long and is
to be bent into the shape of a square. The other piece is to be bent into the shape of a circle.
Find an expression for the total area made up by the square and the circle as a function of x.

29. A police car receives a radio call to catch a vehicle which is speeding down the highway at
80 mph. The police car, which is 12 miles away, drives after it at 108 mph. How long will it
take the police car to catch up?

30. The base of a triangle is 6 cm more than the height. If the area of the triangle is 140
square cm, what is the length of the base?



31. Two trains, the Express and the Commuter, leave the same station at the same time. The
Express, which heads north, travels 10 km per hour faster than the Commuter, which goes
east. If the trains are 100 km apart after 2 hours, find the speed of each train.

32. The depth, d, of a buoyant object t seconds after plunging into the water can be found by
using the equation d = —6t2 + rt, where r is the velocity at which the object strikes the
water. If the object strikes the water at a velocity of 240 feet per second, find the maximum
depth the object will reach and at what time. When will the object surface again?

33. Find the average rate of change (slope) for the following functions on the indicated
intervals.

A. f (x) = x3 — 2x; [ 0, 4] B. f (x) = 3~; [ 4, 25]

34. A car travels 420 miles over 210 minutes. Find the average velocity of the car in 
miles per

hour during this time period.



35. On January 1, 2017, the value of a stock was $135 per share. By December 1, 2017, the
value of the stock had fallen to $38 per share. What is the average rate of change of the stock
in dollars per month?

36. In 199, the Fizzy Cola Company sold 23 million gallons of soda. By 2018, the company was
selling 127 million gallons of soda. What is the average rate of change in the number of
gallons of soda sold per year?

37. During a recent trip to the store, a car's velocity went from 0 to 60 mph in 20 seconds.
What is the average acceleration of the car in miles per hour?



= ~x).~ +~[ ''b9 = ~x).~ Tit ' £9

x

~t



79 _ Find the lim x —1
r-~1 x2 —1

81. Find the lim 
x3 + 2x2 —1

c~-2 5 — 3x

83. Find the lim ~ — 5
Y->zs x — ZS

85. Find the lim cosx
x--T~o

87. Find the 1im 2x2
x-~~Sx2 —9x-2

3

89. Find the ]ian 
x + 8

Y->-2 x + 2

80. Find the lim(Zx'' —3x+4)
s—>S

82. Find the lim x2 + x — 6

x—~-3 x 2 — 9

84_ Find the lim 
6t'` + St

«-°~ (1— t)(2t — 3)

86. Find the lim x+4-2
X—~o x

2

88. Find the lim x + x

r-~°~ 3 — x

90_ Find the slope of the tangent line to the graph of g(x) = x2 — 4 at the point
 (1, -3).

91. Find an equafion of the tangent line to the hyperbola y = 3 at the point (3, 1)
.

x

92. Find an equation of the tangent line to the graph of f (x) = xZ — 8x + 9 a the point
 (3,-6)_

For questions 93-95, find the g-valves (if any) at which f is not continuous. Whi
ch of the

discontinuities are removable.

93 _ f (x) = x 94. f (x) = 3x — cosx 95. f (x) = x f 2
x2 —x x2 —3x-10



For questions 96-116, find the derivative of each given function.

a
96. }~(x) = x 5 97. f (x) = x3 — x2 + 2x_

100. g(x) = 10 101, f(x) = x~ +4x+3
x

102. f (x) = x2ex 103. x _ ex .f ~ ) — sx

104. f (x) = x 105. tan 1— x (8 — 3x)

106. y = sinx+cosx 107. y = x2 cosx

I08. f(x) = cosx-2tanx 109. f(x) =2cotx—~secx

110. g(x) _ (x3 _ 1)100 
111. y = x' —7x

112, y=(2x+1)5(x3—x+i}4 113. y=1n(x3+i)

i 14. Find y' of y =loglo x.

115. If f (x) — x2 — 2ex , fmd the value of f' (1)

116. If f (x) = 2x2 —x3 ,find f'(x), f"(x),and f'"(x)


